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Ganadera Corina Campos y Haciendas
Livestock 
In December of 1997, shares from Ganadera Corina Campos y Haciendas SA, a company dedicated to

the breeding, rearing and fattening of cattle and breeding of quarter-mile horses, were acquired. 

Currently, the company owns a herd of 17,000 cows in production and a total production rodeo of

approximately 47,000 heads of cattle. Production takes place in 4 owned farms and several

properties in partnership. 

 

Braford Corina
Following strict rules of an evaluation and selection program, based on an artificial insemination

process, and embryonic transference with a strict assignation, CORINA produces predictable animals

with a strong racial definition, separated and protected since birth with a quality trait, that allows

identifying them in every aspect where they should rather reproduce or compete. 

The main goal is to achieve the creation of BRAFORD stud bulls, with a right orientation, viable for

commercial cattle conditions, and with a strong influence in Paraguayan cattle production

improvement. 

The BRAFORD CORINA bulls are coarse and adapted to work without resting and to make long walks.

They possess the necessary abilities to detect and inseminate female cows, generating low weight

calves at birth, with a quick weight gain up to the weaning phase, all with a natural tendency for easy

fattening and premature greasing. The BRAFORD CORINA females have a fertility trait of solid

reproduction, producing one live calf each year for every cow exposed to the bull’s service.

 

Braford Auction
From 2008 and until 2010, auctions of Braford cattle from Ganadera Corina were held, always reaching

a higher place in the livestock commercial market.

In 2011, the company decided to concentrate all its efforts in the production of high quality

reproducers for its own use, according to expansion plans established. In addition, as long as it has

capacity, it would sell reproducers to the interested parties directly.

The slogan “Braford Corina – High Quality” is in force more than ever. The company aims to produce

and offer reproducers that will give characteristics of the Braford race with excellent adaptability in

grass production system and excellent meat composition and quality.

Auction results from 2008 to 2010
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Fernando de la Mora
Teléfono: 00595-21-527891-2
00595-971-150006 
E-mail: oficinacomercial@payco.com.py.

Caazapá 
Teléfonos/fax: 00595-527-20122/23 
00595-971-417440 
E-mail: centralsag@payco.com.py.
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